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Description: Abstract
Following a review of Brit - Syndicate 2897 under our revised Lloyd's Syndicate Assessment (LSA) criteria, we are maintaining our '3pi' LSA on the syndicate. The assessment on Syndicate 2897 reflects its satisfactory business risk profile, supported by its well-established position within Lloyd's and stable operating performance that supports an upper adequate financial risk profile. LONDON (Standard & Poor's) April 29, 2014--Standard & Poor's Ratings Services today maintained its public information (pi) Lloyd's Syndicate Assessment (LSA) on Brit - Syndicate 2897 at '3pi'. The assessment reflects our view of Syndicate 2897’s satisfactory business risk profile and upper adequate financial risk profile. We combine these factors to derive our '3pi' LSA assessment for Syndicate 2897. Our assessment of Syndicate 2987’s satisfactory...
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